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RUN 1887 
Saturday 10th December 2022 

Who the Fuck is Alice, Heru, Tootsie??  

Soi Suksan Song - Rawai 
 

 

 

 

Phuket Hashers 85,  Virgins 3,  Visitors 7,  Visiting Hashers 1 

  

The Pre-Run 

A nice Laager site especially for me as it was in walking distance from my house. However parking was a bit 

of an issue and there were lots of over friendly mozzies.  

 

The Run and Hares 

GM called the Hash to order and invited the Hares Who The Fuck Is Alice, Heru and Tootsie  to come in 

and explain the details of the run,  this was led by WTFIA who was resplendent in his Frenchman disguise 

complete with dangling Le Coq.  The English language did get the better of him so son Tootsie came in to 

complete the explanations – runners on multi-colour  paper and a short cut on blue for the walkers. GM was 

also pleased to report that the hash horn had been repaired and brought in Fungus and Lucky Lek to thank 

them for getting the horn repaired – so much so Fungus was given the honour of being Hash Horn for this 

week’s run.   

The run set off up the hill on the concrete road and it was likely to be a further ascent on concrete but not 

this time – we continued straight and then made the ascent in the slippy slidey jungle with the odd bit of 

barbed wire and trippy vines thrown in for good measure 

This week’s map was kindly provided by Asterix (other 

Hashers are available) 

We continued on up the hill with Piss Drinker giving constant 

instructions to his off spring Mother Trucker. I thought 

coaching wasn’t allowed on the Hash.  At one point when the 

ascent was getting the better of me I managed to ram my 

oversized walking stick into Creature (from the Blue 

Lagoon)’s face who was clearly following too close for which I 

profusely apologised and allowed her to go ahead – she then 

immediately manages to slip and fall back into a tree – I of 

course helped her up and pushed her on up the hill. 

We carried on ascending and came across some walkers who 

had clearly been let out early to play.  We eventually reached 

another concrete road with blue paper going down the road to 

the right and multi-colour going on up the hill. The ascent 

continued and then a gradual descent to where we found Hare 

Heru guarding a concrete wall and barbed wire warning us the next bit of the trail was narrow and slippy 

alongside a ravine with a big fall into the abyss if you got it wrong. 

Managed to inch my way along with my trusty stick until we came to a gently sloping grass covered track 

back to the Laager – well not quite – we then had to turn left at the bottom and traverse over another hill 

until we joined walkers on a concrete road that did then lead down to the Laager site. 



The Circle 

GM welcomed in the Hares WTFIA, Heru and Tootsie as well as Fungus and thanked them for putting the 

effort in for this week’s run/ walk and horning.   GM added that the quality of the run would be decided later!! 

 

Lucky Lek has returned to the Hash fold and came in to call for Annoumen 

Wilma announced the next day Pooying Hash – has a new Laager site and area for the run. 

Fungus announced next week’s end of year run which will include food and cover. Access road is not good. 

Make sure you wear some red !!.   

Tumble Dryer anounced the sad news that Wankenstein had passed on.  A down-down was given in his 

honour. RIP Wankenstein. 

 

Invisible Man was called in to list the Virgins of which Dedrye, Ochie and Ting Tong are recorded by the 

Registrars. However I counted 6 in the circle receiving a dousing. One apparently had already been on the 

bike hash and the other was With Me Now who was a visiting hasher from Malaysia – she got another 

down-down for that. Not sure who the sixth virgin was!! 

 

Returners – Load and loads including welcome return of Gorgeous. 

 

Hash T-shirts to Mother Trucker for 50 Runs and 100 run shirts for Sweet Hole and  Masarap. T-shirt 

support provided by Jiggly Jugs, Fungus, WTFIA & Cock Taste Good. .    

 

Fungus  came in for the Steward.spot. His patsies were Invisible Man for erroneously not losing his wallet, 

Honking Dick Head  going into a Patong gym and asking what machine he should use to impress the 

ladies – they pointed him to the ATM in the corner, Jaws invited to give a 9 letter word for being intoxicated 

– he failed to identify ‘shitfaced’. Piss Drinker was challenged about how difficult it is teaching his offspring 

about the ‘Birds and Bees’ in these days of gender fluidity, a few blondes doing a maths ( yes, its short for 

mathematics) exercise and JB/CP’s experiences with a robot. 

Good spot by Fungus. 

 

Run Offences etc 

Many run offences led by, BC, JB, JJ, Fungus, Wilma, Piss Drinker, Lucky Lek and the GM himself.  

Offenders were Top Off, Asterix, Ice Arse, Too Old to Fuck, Seaman Stains, Substandard, JB, Clitmas  

Pussy, JJ, Invisible Man and The Hares. Offences ranged from short cutting, holding up the front runners 

(always allowed), bad advice, being fat, not placing rubbish in the receptacles provided, being an imposter, 

being high brow whilst wanking, falling off hash bus, mistakenly loosing wallet, pre run activity boasting – the 

list goes on and on … 

 

Hashit  -Mannekin Pis  led proceedings for the Hashit.  Hares were called into the circle but it was noted 

one was missing  – namely Tootsie.  Compari was invited in as his substitute and to sit on the ice (I think). 

MP revealed his inside information that efforts were made to inform the owners of the land for the Laager 

but they managed to inform the previous owner. Worse by far however was that although claimed to be 5k 

the run was only 3.6k which didn’t meet the apparent required minimum standard of 4k set by the Hash.  A 

vote was put up by the Hash for each Hare and it was a resounding Hashit for Tootsie. 

 

GM declared the circle closed. 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Secondary Sous Scribe 
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